
Money and debt - the simple truth

What do we know about money?
Only around 3% of all the world's money (the money 
supply) is actual notes and coins, minted by the official 
Mints of each respective country.

The remaining 97% of all the world's money is, you 
guessed it, electronic or digital, including debts - and it only 
exists in computers!

How do we know how much money there is globally?
The total money supply (difficult to measure, because it's made up of not only currency but all 
sorts of deposits and market funds as well) is constantly changing and growing, but is estimated 
to be less than US$10 trillion (that's US$10 million, million). The total debts owed are around 
US$60 trillion! Yes, in total, the world owes more money than we can ever hope to pay back!

Why is there more debt than money? Because money is lent many times over! And these 
amounts are increasing for many reasons, but basically it all boils down to one thing: more 
money is being borrowed and more debts are thus being created (as well as money printed) to 
fuel this.

What does debt creation have to do with money?
When a new loan or debt is set up, such as a mortgage, business loan, store loan or credit card, 
the banks and financial institutions who "lend" this money out simply "create" the money, as a 
digital credit, at the point of lending.
In the vast majority of cases, they do NOT lend money they already have!

But surely banks do have some   ‘  real  ’   money?  
Yes, in order to reduce the risks, banks do keep a small proportion of their total lent money as 
actual hard cash and other transferable assets, and obviously savers and investors deposit real 
notes and coins into their bank accounts.

Often banks use a system of fractional reserve: they 
lend out a fixed multiple of the cash and other 
reserves they hold. Said differently, they keep a 
fraction of the total amount of loans on reserve as 
cash or readily accessible forms of money. This is 
often in the ratio of 10:1, ie. they lend out 10 times 
the amount of money that they actually have. In fact, 
in some countries, like the UK, there is no 
requirement for banks to have any fractional reserve 
at all (but many adhere to some sort of a fractional 
reserve policy as a backup). 
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But governments control the money system, don’t they?

Unfortunately not! Central banks 
like the Federal Reserve (USA) and 
The Bank of England (UK) are, 
contrary to popular opinion, NOT run 

or owned by government, but are privately owned or 
registered as private companies.

Although the Bank of England was nationalised after the war 
in 1946, it set up a wholly owned privately listed subsidiary in 
1977. And despite being state owned, up to 97% of the UK’s 
money supply is privately controlled, because it’s in the form 
of interest bearing loans created by big commercial banks.
The Federal Reserve in the United States of America is owned 
by private banks, which in turn, have links to some of the 
wealthiest families in the world (who, in turn, have links to 
Freemasons and the Illuminati). Despite claiming the ‘Fed’ is 
not a for-profit corporation, it guarantees a return of 6% to its 
shareholders (after costs). Because of the strength of the US 
dollar in world markets, these wealthy families basically 
"own" the entire world monetary system!

They can also "control" the money system to their advantage, 
for example, increase interest and reduce the money supply to 
banks (thus reducing it to all), or increasing the price of crude 
oil (one of many industries they also have their hands in).

But isn't it simply all fair game?
The only ones who might argue it's fair game are those 
earning huge profits. There are two flaws to their actions and 
argument.

Banks do not actually have the money they lend out, they 
simply create it digitally when crediting the debtor's account. 
This is reflected as a debit on the bank's account. Then in 
order to balance their books, they usually immediately credit their own accounts.

They then contract the borrower into paying back not only the principal amount borrowed (the 
capital), but also interest, 'for their troubles' (their so-called risk). Despite banks and financial 
institutions speaking of the risks to them in lending money to borrowers who might not be able 
to pay them back, the biggest risk is always on the part of the borrower, because they might lose 
the ability to pay back the loan and interest, and then lose everything they own.
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What does this mean for 
banks and financial 
institutions?
This means that the 'money 
machines' of the world (the 
bank cartels and the few 
wealthy corporations and 
individuals who control them) 
have an almost limitless supply 
of money. And therein lies the 
problem.

They earn profits on this 
lending from charging interest 
on the loans, and from 
reinvesting the borrowed 
amounts on the stock exchange 
and other ways. Essentially 
they are creating money out of 
nothing, and then creating 
huge profits for themselves 
through interest and from 
reselling the loans.

But it's becoming increasingly 
obvious that this system is not 
sustainable and is failing, and 
cracks are showing; evidenced 
by, for example, the so-called 
"credit crunch" of recent times 
(which many believe was 
orchestrated by the bankers 
themselves, all part of a bigger 
plan).



What should be done about it?
Because banks simply create money 
when lending it, instead of lending 
money they have, and then 
unscrupulously insist on borrowers 
paying back every cent plus interest 
under threat of their belongings or 
home being confiscated, some 
borrowers feel it is simply morally 
unnecessary for them to pay back a 
loan, especially if it was sourced from 
a bank.

However the risks of not paying your 
loans are huge: the entire system is 
geared for the wealthy banks and 
corporations, so courts will usually 
enforce punishment, no matter what. 
There are ways around this, but it 
requires research into common law and 
statutes.

Ultimately though, the entire money 
system needs a real overhaul. It needs 
to be fairly managed, for the good of 
all, not just for the benefit of a few 
wealthy bankers and their corporate 
and legal buddies.

Many financial analysts feel that we 
should do without these private central 
banks acting as middlemen and making 
decisions for their own benefit. 

Governments would then need to be in 
control of money systems, printing and lending money out at zero interest, 
for the benefit of all. 

Others argue that maybe we don't need money at all? What if we could all 
trade goods and services with each other, and had everything we all need - 
without having to pay any money, ever? Think about it – there would be 
equal distribution of resources, no poverty, and no war!
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"  Enslavement  "  : the vast majority of human beings 
work ceaselessly to pay back loans for the things we 
have bought and consider ours, but stand to lose them 
all and more if we don't pay. This creates an ongoing 
situation where people are so entrenched in the need 
to work, and so exhausted from this and the anxiety 
about paying their bills, that they have no time to just 
‘be’.

Banks and financial institutions are usually merciless 
if borrowers cannot afford to pay them back, on time, 
every month. Repeated "offenders" will be threatened 
with bailiffs, county court judgements, or bankruptcy. 
Ultimately they might take things belonging to you 
that are worth much more than the original amount of 
money you borrowed!

Both the lending and the threatening are simply 
fraudulent and immoral. It is not unheard of that 
borrowers lose all their material goods/assets and/or 
their home because they couldn't pay back a loan of a 
relatively small amount originally. They are fined 
when they don't pay, and these fines are added to the 
total amount initially borrowed, plus interest, thus 
increasing the total outstanding amount.

In the case of a mortgage being unpaid, the banks 
usually don't bother to acknowledge all the money 
already paid off against the loan by the householder. 
Ultimately the bank will take the borrower's house, 
and the borrower will not even be offered a 
proportional share of the ownership of the house, pro 
rata for the monies already paid.

http://www.awakeawareandpartofthesolution.com/blog/2013/01/31/Enslaved-Freedom.aspx


Some interesting quotes:

“Our money is owned & controlled for the benefit of those who own & control it.” - FinancialSense.com

"The process by which banks create money is so simple that the mind is repelled." - John Kenneth Galbraith, 
Economist.

"Permit me to issue and control the money of a nation and I care not who makes its laws."  - Mayer Amschel 
Rothschild, 1912.

"Of all the contrivances for cheating the laboring classes of mankind, none has been more effective than that which 
deludes them with paper money." - Daniel Webster.

"Each and every time a bank makes a loan (or purchases securities), new bank credit is created - new deposits - 
brand new money....Broadly speaking, all new money comes out of a Bank in the form of loans....As loans are 
debts, then under the present system all money is debt." - Graham F. Towers, Governor of the Central Bank of 
Canada (1934 to 1955).

“When the Federal Reserve writes a check for a government bond it does exactly what any bank does, it creates 
money, it created money purely and simply by writing a check.” - Wright Patman, Chairman of the House Banking 
and Currency Committee (1960s).

“I care not what puppet is placed on the throne of England to rule the Empire. The man who controls Britain’s 
money supply controls the British Empire and I control the British money supply.” - Nathan Rothschild (1777-
1836).

"The few who can understand the system will be either so  interested in its profits, or so dependent on its 
favours,  that there will be no opposition from that class, while, on  the other hand, that great body of people, 
mentally incapable of comprehending the tremendous advantage that Capital derives from the system, will bear 
its burden  without complaint and, perhaps, without even suspecting  that the system is inimical to their 
interests." - Letter written from London by the Rothschilds to their New York associates introducing their banking 
method into America (1863).
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